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Presenter
JS  	Hi, I am Joe Schumaker with SCG FoodSpace based in Silicon Valley and I am a professional memberDM	I am Danielle McMiller and I am the Vice President of Foodservice Sales and Marketing with Structural ConceptsDM	Today we’d like to have a conversation with you about some trends in food merchandising.



What would it look like if we?

Presenter
JS



Presenter
JS  	Could take the DISPLAY out of the food display!



Presenter
JS  	Where food is all you see and it’s so appealing you can’t pass it by.  When consumers feel like “part of the environment” they are more stimulated to buy.



Attracted to Beauty

FACT • 60% of food quality perception is based on the environment. 
• What you see, smell and hear directly affects what you will 

decide to buy.
• Merchandising plays significant role in stimulating impulse 

sales.

Presenter
DM  	Let’s look at a few facts about impulse buying.  DM	So with that foundation, we can step back and look at some of the macro trends and how these trends affect food offerings and how they are presented.



Macro, consumer and industry trends:

Driven by STEEP

Social
Technological
Economic
Environmental 
Political

Presenter
DM 	Just to clarify, a MACRO trend is one that has generally lasted for 5 years already and has the staying power to reach a decade.  DM	Trends are influenced by social happenings, technology changes, economic and environmental conditions and certainly the politics of the day.DM	Some of these trends are driven by built space out in the foodservice environment.  DM	Whether you are in Education, Healthcare, B&I or Restaurants, one major trend is being driven by millennials….



“They are driven by endless possibilities 
and are actively exploring them …..This 
generation collects experiences more 
than money……some may head off to 
Africa to change the world, at least as 
many head off to experience the world.”

Presenter
DM	Some of you are probably tired of hearing the “millennial” term.  DM	For those of you that are, just turn to the urban dictionary and you’ll find some interesting new labels to use for this group of dynamic people.  DM	Whatever we call this generation, however, one thing for sure---they approach life differently and that’s really they key.  Read the quote.  DM	How they move about is affecting how they acquire food, as well as the kinds of food they seek.DM	I have a millennial in my house and I experience firsthand the uniqueness of this generation.



snackification
[snak-uh-fi-key-shuh n]

Presenter
JS	That trend is Snackification which is defined as the act of snacking more than eating distinct meals



So what is snackification?

Presenter
JS	Snackification is a term that describes people moving away from what we used to know as “three square meals” per day



Presenter
JS	92% of US millennials eat snacks in place of a full meal at least once a week…..and that number is growing.  More and more people are eating 4, 5, 6 “mini” meals or snack meals per day



Eating & drinking can happen anywhere and anytime…

…and today the delivery methods are changing FAST

Presenter
DM	And that leads to eating and drinking anywhere and anytime.DM	It requires creative approaches to how we deliver fresh food to the places people visit.  For instance …



Presenter
DM	Grab & go is playing a huge part in the snackification movement.  DM	Time is the new currency.  It’s the driving factor for convenience—quick, easy access 24/7.DM 	Speaking of 24/7, here’s an example of a recent text from my 18 year old son ….



Open until 3 a.m.

Presenter
DM	Notice the time.  When he wants to eat, he wants to eat 



Hotel lobby 
fresh snack foods

Presenter
DM	As we’re moving about, which for many of us involves hotel stays, having easy access to fresh food is important.  DM	These types of fresh food programs are definitely heading in the right direction.



Micromarkets

Presenter
DM	And while we are at work, the growing format of micromarkets provide all day access to food.DM	Micromarkets are unstaffed locations with self-service electronic payment where employees have access to fresh food all the time.DM	It’s the next generation in vending and it eliminate some of the negative experiences we’ve all had with vending food.



City bus turned into fresh foods market and travels around a community
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Presenter
JS	And then there are the new ways of “picking up” food and other goods…….



Presenter
JS	And stores that can charge you automatically as you leave



Self-driving food market

Presenter
DM	And while this may seem strange today, it isn’t that far out.



Self-driving food market 
The app shares location and provides access

Presenter
DM	So the impact of wanting easy access to food for several “mini” meals a day should make us all step back and consider different approaches to food merchandising. 



Another Macro Trend

Experiences
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JS



Presenter
JS	Millennials are seeking experiences and this can manifest in many ways….. 



New and 
exciting 
experiences 
with flavors 
and culture

Presenter
DM	They are looking for new and exciting EXPERIENCES but they are foodies so they want to understand flavors and culture.DM	For them, the experience is much more than just tasting the food.



Presenter
DM	In fact, 3 out of 4 millennials are self described, foodies!DM	They view eating as an adventure in new things and an opportunity to connect with others.



Presenter
DM	Some say that millennials and Gen Z are “tech savvy”, however that is just not true.  They are TECH DEPENDANT.  DM	Food is no different, they don’t want to cook but they want to eat and eat good stuff.



Presenter
DM	They want EXPERIENCES where they don’t have to work that hard to achieve.  



Presenter
JS	A quick story about Specialized Bicycle



Presenter
JS	A quick story about Specialized Bicycle



Presenter
JS	A quick story about Specialized Bicycle



But what have we been building?

Presenter
JS	Sometimes it is easy to make small adjustments to what we built yesterday to figure out what to build next



Presenter
JS	We have been creative with built in and hidden or wrapped refrigeration….



Presenter
JS



How do we get to this…

Presenter
DM	All of those examples certainly look nice but remember, how do we get to this ….



Presenter
DM	How do we take the DISPLAY out of the food display!



Presenter
JS	What about all glass and UV glued sneeze guards?



Presenter
DM	And completely frameless UV bonded refrigerated displays designed to blend and disappear into the environment.



Presenter
JS	Invisible fixtures cold, hot and dry….



Presenter
JS	And even COMPLETELY invisible warming!



Other ideas and pictures

Presenter
JS 	the use of built in and integrated displays using new lighting technologies allows for a flexible and changing environment



Other ideas and pictures

Comfortable . Community . Collaboration

Presenter
DM	Open spaces.  Few boundaries.  Unobstructed sight lines.  That’s what today’s consumers want.DM	Food displays need to integrate and blend within these open environments.  Gone are the days when the food display is used like a “piece of furniture” intended to draw attention.DM	The solutions of today and tomorrow must support integration.



Presenter
JS	They are telling us what they want…..



So how are you going to design it?

Presenter
DM	So….how are you going to design it?  Let’s spend the rest of our time together discussing this!



Let’s Continue the Conversation!

Danielle McMiller
DMcMiller@StructuralConcepts.com

Joe Schumaker, FCSI
joe@scgfoodspace.com

Presenter
Let’s talk about it……who has some ideas



SURVEY

We ask that you all please take a minute and fill out the survey 
related to this session. 

You will find the survey on the app, under this given session. 

Thank you for your participation!
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